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Exhibit 386 shows 	Exhibit 397,' the doctor's firs*17kfing, 

the "corrected" loco- 	shows the location to be much low 	the 
tion of bullet wound. 	slain President's back. 

Doctor at Kennedy Airi4sy ;.„. 	„..., 
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Ay the, Aunelated Press 	showed clearly that the wound Aisitigiiiitic 	Iwo 

A doctor who helped perform was in the neck. The photo- 
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the autopsy on President John graphs are in the National 
F. Kennedy said today he made Archives and are not available ... 

a diagram! error in a Oft to the public. 	 Its 	 •he'said was 
"Iggegatetl sketch which was Boswell also said, however, to in a 	lie, autopsy 

nIMIFF,viiki„the final autopsy hat he and the chief autopsy doctors :'rip ;., , froback 

,report. 	critics have used athologist, Capt. J. J. Humes, —things lIke-:t tfb,', Thtrphoto- 

the sketch in challenging th 	ave concluded that the autopsy graphs Were ', :..,rovide the if 

Warren Oommission Report. 	•hotographs cannot prove the exact visual descit on, he said. 

Dr. J. Ilhornton Boswell sal 	arren Commission's theory As for the FBI ports, Bos- 

the diagram showed that th hat a single bullet struck both well said they 	ere simply 

lower bullet vi and was in th 	ennedy and Connally. Hum 	one. He 'added at the FBI 

President's back. Actually, h 	as declined to discuss the agents at the ap sy were not 

said, the wound was at the back atter. 	 trained irfteedi* 

of the base of the neck. 	The Warren Report states the ed. h  

	

The position of the wound was "although it is not necessary to 	i 	, . eriem..‘0•••••••••••••■•.  

crucial to determining the any essential findings of the ' •••nrayalaptiminnr:i 	and 
trajggary of the bullet. 	commission to determine just i, •.: •• • 	. 	• - i•terview 

Bell said the diagram was which shot hit Gov. Connally, there is absolutely nodoubt in 

drawn quickly during the autop- there is very persuasive evi- ur minds",,pow. 
i 	

e. 

sy as "r • :.•• • -s" and was jigt dence from the experts to Connally contends he was not 

*re 
t a 
II ••• )1114  t. He pointed indicate that the lame bullet struck by the bullet that passed 

e 	which pierced the President's through Kennedy. ., 

on t 	an, gave r •  •■ • ■•,••,43 throat also caused Gov. Connal- 	Connally„ gays he is sure only 

oca 1 of the w+ I •. 	Iy's wounds." 	 one sniper 
not believe' the 

fire, 
 Warren Commis- 

sion 	

and that he.does 

Notes Wound Location 	Conceded Possibility ' 	snot investigation ' should be 

And Boswell noted that the 	One of the critics of the War- reopened.. ,44'.  

written autopsy report and the ren • Report, EdiVard Say Ep-
, official testimony to the Warren stein, used the diagram and the 

Commission, which investigated FBI reports to. suggest the 
the assassination, both located possibility that there may have U.S. Jury to ProF 
the wound at the base of the been a second assassin. 
neck. 	 But Epstein, author of the Nevada Gambr 

However, FBI reports of the book "Inquest," conceded in the ff autopsy stated that the wound current issue of Esquire maga- Rakeo Char 
was in the back. 	 xine that lithee autopsy photos 

RENO,. ' Nev. (AP' This led some critics to sug- showed the wound in  the neck, 
gest that perhaps the wound here probably would be no Justice Departmer 
actually was in the back. 	urther doubt about the autopsy Nevada's governor 

If this were true, these critic report and that a second asses- shut up, has call,  
claimed, the bullet could no, sin would be ruled out. 
have come out Kennedy's While Boswell's statement grand jury inv 
throat. Therefore, they said, the contradicts critics who have Ring tomory 
bullet could not have struck both b 	 h there are r 
Kennedy and Texas Gov. John a fealue,mdwo- . • 	some use toting casino 
Connally, who was sitting in o 	: • • ents to attack the 	The FP 
front of Kennedy. 	 sina-bullet theory and sin- casino m

Tells of Photos 	
gleaSsaiiii finding. 	-. "- 	counting 

- • ' Boswell, a former Navy doctor underw 
In an interview, Boswell said now in priv4te.  practice, said of gamb' 

that when he gaktnined the his sketch ' error: "This was hidir 
autopy photqapplark. th4011t unferttinite. - 4 171 , t fror 
t 	.ime this  N 	1, the pie ies. the 'time the  rEfir-rd. s TerInr  " 
"gline■sueum 


